Self Evaluation  
Provisional Draft Judge  

To be completed by the Provisional Judge  
and returned with their judge’s report to the  
BMDCA Draft Chair within 10 days of the Draft Test.  

Provisional Judge’s Name ________________________________________________________

Approved Judge for this test _____________________________________________________

Test Host Club ___________________________ Date of Test ____________________

Entries :  Novice ________  Open _________  Novice Brace _________  Open Brace ______

Including this one, at how many tests have you been a Provisional Judge? ______________

For each of these items, please feel free to elaborate on your responses. Add pages as needed. This evaluation is designed to help the Provisional Judge focus on skills demonstrated and the goals set.

Reflecting on this test entries, discuss the three (3) most important concepts that you considered in assessing a team’s work.

What, if any, safety concerns for the teams were presented by the location, topography, terrain, freight haul, etc.? (include comments on teams in general, Open teams and Brace teams).

Describe any unusual situations or questions that arose at this test and describe how you handled them.

One responsibility of a judge is to help the handlers feel comfortable in the ring. Describe how you did this today in the briefings, walkthroughs, as teams entered the ring, and during a team’s performance.
Describe any questions that were asked by handlers, how they were answered, and by whom (you, the other judge, both of you). Include questions from the walk thru, handlers in the ring and/or post-performance questions regarding judging decisions, including challenges to those decisions.

In each team’s performance, did both judges initially agree on all individual exercises? If not, describe the method of compromise used to achieve a consensus.

How did you and your partner judge share responsibilities to make you feel an EQUAL partner in this judging team? What else can be done to achieve equality in future assignments?

What was the most important information you needed to complete your Judge’s Report? Did you prepare notes throughout the test, or did you rely on your memory of teams and details in completing the report?

During the post test conversation with your Mentor Judges,

(A) Did you understand your responsibilities in writing your Draft Judge Report? Yes No

(B) What do you think were your strengths and challenges at this test? What areas of judging will you be working on improving? Did you agree with the feedback provided by your Mentor Judge?

Signed ___________________________ Date ________________
Send to BMDCA Draft Chair within 10 days of the test. Jennifer Brightbill, 15860 S. Lucky Lane, Oregon City, OR 97045